Abstract-Online shopping websites provide platforms for consumers to review products and share opinions. Online reviews provided by the previous consumers are major information source for both consumers and marketers. However, a large number of reviews for a product can make it impossible for readers to read through all the reviews in order to collect information. So it is important to classify and rank the reviews based on their helpfulness to make them easily accessible by readers. This will not only help consumers finish their information search and decision making more easily, but also be valuable for product manufacturers or retailers to get informative and meaningful consumer feedbacks. Due to the lack of editorial and quality control, the reviews of products vary dramatically in quality: from very helpful to useless and even spam-like. The helpfulness of reviews is currently assessed manually by the votings from readers. This paper describes a machine learning approach to predicting the helpfulness of online reviews. The experiments conducted in the study were based on data collected from Amazon. We also discuss the determinants of the helpfulness of online reviews.
I. INTRODUCTION Online reviews are a type of product information created by the users based on personal usage experience. Online shopping websites provide platforms for consumers to review products and share opinions. Many consumers rely on online reviews in lieu of firsthand experience to make purchase decisions. However, a large number of reviews for just one single product have made it impossible for consumers to read through all the reviews and evaluate the true quality of the product. Besides, the quality and the helpfulness of each review also vary. The abundance of the reviews and their uneven quality make it hard for potential consumers to distinguish between useful and useless reviews.
A review can cover different aspects of a consumer's experience: the product features, the shipping speed, the feedback of the customer service and the comparison to other products. For instance, Amazon.com has one of the most popular forums for user-generated reviews. To start to review a product, a reviewer is first asked to use number of stars to indicate the overall product assessment. This star scale is from one to five, with five stars being the best -"I love it" and one being the worst -"I hate it". After the rating, reviewers are asked to provide detailed information about the product and the explanation of the rating. Reviewers are suggested to explain why they like or disliked the product; compare the product to similar products; identify specific attributes and whether the product meets their expectations. Here are two examples of review from Amazon:
• "In this review, I will focus on a feature that has not been covered well by other reviewers. There a few things you need to do to make it work. Firstly you have to enable the HDMI-CEC feature on your TV. HDMI-CEC is marketed under different names by different manufacturers…" (79 of 93 people found this review helpful).
• "I don't have it, and won't be getting it. It appears to be another canned apps streaming device. I had Google TV. Content was limited on google tv, and streaming from chrome tabs is in beta, and reported not to work very well…" (1 of 76 people found this review helpful). A helpful review likely possessed the following characteristics: It provides a large quantity of detailed information about the product. For instance, in the first review in the above examples, it not only gave information about how to set up the device, but also focused on the opinions that are different from other product description or reviews. Also, the sentence structure is clear and contains less spelling or grammar errors. The providers of these reviews tend to be active and received positive feedback from other consumers. In comparison, the less helpful reviews provide less information and add no additional value to the reader. Specifically in the second review above, the writer of that review mentioned that he didn't have experience with using the product he was reviewing, thus the information he provided was limited and vague.
Due to the lack of editorial and quality control, the reviews of products vary dramatically on quality: from very helpful to useless and even spam-like. This is a well-known problem. Some leading websites have censor systems to filter out the spam reviews. A popular example of such systems is the one used by Yelp, which has a filter in place to distinguish between genuine reviews that are posted by the real customers and fake reviews that are posted by the business owners to boost their reputations [1] . Another example is "helpfulness vote" function provided by online shopping websites like Amazon [2] and Sephora [3] . Consumers can vote a review as being "helpful" or "not helpful" after they read the review (see Figure 1 ). In most of the websites, reviews can be ranked based on the accumulated votes. However, research in [4] showed that this voting function might have three kinds of biases: (1) imbalance vote bias: users tend to value others' opinions positively rather than negatively, (2) winner circle bias: the more votes a review gains, the more default authority it would appear to the readers, which in turn will influence the objectivity of the readers' votes, and (3) early bird bias: the earlier a review is posted, the more votes it will get. The latest published review will always be the least voted one. Since consumers are not obligated to vote such reviews, only a small number of reviews eventually receive sufficient votes. In this paper, we focus on modeling the helpfulness of consumer reviews and describe a machine learning approach to predicting the helpfulness of online reviews. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related work. Section III deals with data preparation in the study. Section IV discusses the feature selection process. Section V highlights the setup of the Support Vector Machine (SVM), the supervised learning algorithm used in our study. Evaluation and discussion of the results are provided in Section VI. Finally Section VII concludes the paper with remarks on future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Automatically evaluating the quality of online reviews has gradually attracted more and more attention in recent years. Most previous works [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] have focused on automatically predicting the quality (helpfulness or usefulness) of reviews by using a set of observed textual or social features. Textual features include features that are based on text statistics such as length of the review, the average length of each sentence, percentage of nouns or adjectives, etc. Social features are information extracted from the reviewer's social context, such as the number of the reviews posted by this author, the past average rating for this author, etc. Most of the current works have formulated the problem of evaluating review quality as a classification problem or a regression problem using observed features. In [10] [11] [12] , authors proposed classification-based approaches supervised by the annotated ground truth, which is manually determined by the feedback from other users regarding their opinion on whether they think the review is helpful or not. Instead of classifying reviews as helpful or unhelpful, some works also considered estimating the helpfulness of reviews by using regression models to generate a quality rating for each review. S. Kim and P. Pantel [6] found that the most useful features to determine the helpfulness of online reviews were the length of the review, unigrams of the review and the rating of the product. They trained a SVM regression system to learn the helpfulness function. To solve the high dimensionality issue of the bag-ofword (BOW) model that is commonly used in mining the textual features, the work in [13] also applied different dimension reduction techniques to remove irrelevant, redundant and noisy features in the reviews. Y. Lu [14] demonstrated that prediction accuracy of text-based classifiers can be greatly improved by using regularization on social context. However, there are not enough studies focusing on the social context such as the information about the product and reviewers. In addition, most existing studies are focusing on reviews for specific categories of product. An approach to find a general model is needed, which is based on the review context features and social context features, and is used for predicting the helpfulness of reviews for products from any categories.
III. DATA PREPARATION In this study, review data was collected from Amazon.com [2] . The reason we chose Amazon.com is that it has largest number of posted reviews, which ensure us to get a large sample. In addition, a recent study [15] shows that the data on Amazon.com, compared to other popular retail websites such as Bestbuy.com, Walmart.com, Dell.com, and Target.com, did not appear to be heavily censored, which helps prevent systemic data bias. The reviews from Amazon.com appeared varied level of experience, including extremely negative ones.
We crawled 94,560 product reviews from Amazon.com. The products are from best sellers' list of following categories: For each record in our dataset, we gathered information on the following variables:
• Consumer rating: the number of stars a reviewer gives as the overall assessment of the product.
• Name: the user name of the person who wrote the review.
• Product review: the full text of the product review.
• Date: the date on which the review was posted.
• Reviewers' ranking: the rank of the reviewer, which is posted on Amazon reviewers' profile page. It is determined by the overall helpfulness of all their reviews, factoring in the number of reviews they have written [16] .
• Reviewers' helpful vote percentage: the helpful percentage of the votes received on reviewers' previous reviews.
• Review number: the number of prior reviews a reviewer has written. • Helpful vote: the number of consumers who have voted the review as helpful.
• Total vote: the number of consumers who have voted on the review. We use an open source web scraping framework Scrapy [17] to crawl data from Amazon.com. The workflow of the data collection is as following: (a) define the data items; (b) write Spider to extract the data; (c) run the Spider to extract the data; and (d) review crawled data.
Data pre-processing involves the following: (a) Handling missing values. When examining the original data file from web crawling, we found several missing values in two fields: Name and Reviewers' ranking. For the missing values in the Name field, we filled them all with string: "NAME". We removed the rows in which Reviewers' rankings are missing. (b) Data cleaning. We removed duplicated reviews and eliminated multiple reviews for a single user-item pair in the data set. In the case of multiple reviews over time, we retained the most recent one and discarded the rest of them. We also removed special characters which appeared in review text, such as "\, /, :". (c) Data reduction. To ensure the robustness of the regression model and have a more accurate estimate for the helpfulness function, we only use the reviews that received at least ten votes. Reviews for which less than ten users have voted as helpful or unhelpful were filtered out. To avoid the potential spam reviewers, we filtered out those reviews written by reviewers who only have published one review and the rating they gave were extreme, such as "1" or "5". Research in [18] has found that fake reviews tend to be more extreme than that of legitimate reviews. It also proposed a spam filtering model that contains controls for the number of prior reviews a reviewer has written. (d) Data transformation. To prepare the Date field for the regression model, we transformed the Date field (data format: "13-Dec-13") to a numeric value that equals to the number of days between the date when the review was posted and the current date.
At Amazon.com, consumers publish their reviews about products online after they have purchased or used the products. Once the reviews have been posted, readers can vote a review as "Helpful" or "Not Helpful". For a review r, its helpfulness can be calculated as the ratio P of the number of consumers who have voted r as "Helpful" to the total number of consumers who have voted on r [12] .
We consider the prediction of review helpfulness as a classification problem. In order to classify the reviews, thresholds are needed to assign each review from our dataset to the target class. We define the threshold of the target classes as following: We replace Total_vote and Helpful_vote column with a label column in the dataset.
IV. FEATURE SELECTION
The choice of feature set plays a pivotal role in the prediction process. To find out the determinants of the helpfulness of online reviews, we focus our attention on extracting features from the following three categories: features from reviews, features from reviewer, and features from metadata.
A. Features from Reviews
In this category, we consider the following types of features: structural, syntactic, semantic, and readability.
Structure features describe the structure and formatting of the reviews. We experimented with the following structural features:
• sentence.count: The number of sentences.
• token.count : The total number of tokens of a review. It described the length of a review.
• token.per.sentence: The average number of tokens in a sentence. It described average sentence length of a review. We used the components of Sentence Detector and Tokenizer from Apache OpenNLP library [19] to complete the structural feature extraction.
The syntactic features capture the linguistic properties of the review. We extracted the following features: • adverb.percentage: The percentage of tokens which are adverbs. We used POSModel Class from Apache OpenNLP library [19] to complete this task. POS (Part of Speech) Tagger marks tokens with their corresponding word type based on the token itself and the context of the token. The OpenNLP POS Tagger uses a probability model to predict the correct pos tag out of the tag set. The tag set used by this model is Penn Treebank tag set [20] .
The semantic features allow us to capture the positive or negative sentiment of words in a review, which is a good indication about the strength of the opinion of the reviewer. We used tm.plugin.sentiment package in R [21] to extract the following five features: polarity, subjectivity, pos_refs_per_ref, neg_refs_per_ref, senti_diffs_per_ref. Definitions for the five features are given in Figure 2 .
Finally, readability should also play an important role here. We assumed that reviews that are highly readable tend to be more helpful. On the other hand, reviews with multiple grammatical error and misspelled words are less helpful for users. We use LanguageTool Java API [23] to implement the language and grammar check for this task. We use the fraction of the number of errors in the review text and the number of sentence as the value for the feature of error.per.sentence. 
B. Features from Reviewers
We collected the information of the following features from reviewers' profile page:
• reviewerRanking: The rank of the reviewer.
• helpfulPercentage: The helpful percentage of the votes received on reviewers' previous reviews.
• reviewNo: The number of prior reviews a reviewer has written. The reason we selected these features lies in the fact that people with better reputations in an e-commerce community tend to provide more influential discussions, making their reviews more helpful. Reviewers with higher ranking are expected to have better reputation. Since our goal is to predict the helpfulness of a review, we wanted to examine whether the past history of a reviewer can be used to predict the helpfulness of the future reviews written by the same reviewer. We assume that reviews from the same author will have similar quality. A reviewer that writes helpful high quality reviews is likely to continue writing good reviews.
C. Features from Metadata
Meta-data features are independent of the review text. We selected the following two features:
• rating: Consumer rating.
• age: The number of days since the review was posted.
As studies such as [6] have shown, consumer rating is one of the key features that can be used to determine the helpfulness of online reviews. We would also like to include it into our selected features. In addition, we suspected that the time stamp of when a review has been posted also affects the helpfulness of certain reviews. Instead of echoing the similar reviews, older reviews are more helpful since they might be more comprehensive and provide a thorough account on the aspects worthy reviewing, which left little room for newer reviewer to add on.
V. PREDICTION MODEL
The predictive model in our study is generated by the SVM, one of the best supervised machine learning algorithms. SVM constructs a decision boundary with the largest possible margin to support vectors, and can be used for classification or regression. The tool used in the study is WEKA [35] .
We deployed the John Platt's sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm [24] for training a support vector classifier. This model solves multi-class problem by using pairwise classification. The predicted probabilities are coupled using Hastie and Tibshirani's pairwise coupling method [25] . We tested with the dataset various kernels including Normalized Polynomial Kernel, Polynomial Kernel, Pre-computed Kernel Matrix Kernel, Pearson VII functionbased universal Kernel and RBF Kernel [26] . The best performing kernel was Polynomial Kernel. Figure 3 depicts the configuration and kernel information used in generating our model. 
VI. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
The original dataset was split into training set (66% of the data) and test set (34%). The test set was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the predictive model. First we used all 18 features (as defined in Section IV) as the input to the SVM model. We got an accuracy of 66.7% for correctly classified the test cases. This model has the best performance of precision at 73.3% on predicting the "Extremely Helpful" cases. As is shown in the summary of performance in Figure  4 , the model is found to perform better at predicting extreme cases, such as "Extremely Helpful" and "Not at all Helpful". The accuracy of this model decreased when predicting more moderate cases, such as "Somewhat Helpful" and "Not very Helpful".
We experimented with various combinations of feature sets. Table 4 shows the selected feature combinations and their corresponding performance. Results show that the highest performing feature combination consisted of the feature set of rating, helpfulPercentage and reviewNo, which has a precision of 68.7%.
As we suspected, the reputation of the reviewers is the major determinant of the helpfulness of online reviews. The feature helpfulPercentage is an indication of the quality of a reviewer's previous reviews and the feature reviewNo shows the quantity of their previous reviews. The combination of these features reveals the reputation of a reviewer. Therefore, those two features significantly contribute to higher performance in the model. We found that syntactical features (noun.percentage, verb.percentage, adverb.percentage) and semantic features (polarity, pos_refs_per_ref, neg_refs_per_ref, senti_diffs_per_ref) did not show any significant improvement in system performance. We found that rating is also one of the most influential features on predicting helpfulness of reviews. However, this might be caused by the positive bias, manifested by inflated helpfulness ratings for positive reviews. This positive bias might misguide consumers to focus only on the reviews that have been labeled as helpful. As is shown in Figure 5 , consumers tend to rate positive reviews to be more helpful than negative ones.
Compared to the classification model to predict the helpfulness of reviews in [27] , which has an average precision of 62.9% in a training set size of 1,000 and an average precision of 66.9% in a training set size of 10,000, our model has an average precision of 68.7% in a training set size of 2,276. So our model shows a better performance on correctly predicting the helpfulness of reviews. In the proposed model from study in [28] , the classification precision for GPS products from Amazon reviews is 77.7% for not-helpful reviews and 77% for helpful reviews. Among the MP3 Player product reviews, the precision is 69.7% for not-helpful reviews and 72% for helpful reviews. While their precision is higher than that of our model for reviews on GPS products, however, the model proposed in their study is limited for specific categories of products. Our model works on predicting the helpfulness of reviews for general, and multiple categories of products.
VII. CONCLUSION
Most websites rely on manual votes from users to measure the helpfulness of reviews. In this paper, we proposed a machine learning based approach that can automatically predict the helpfulness of online reviews. We crawled review data from Amazon.com and then trained an SVM model to classify the helpfulness of online reviews. The initial results on test data yield an accuracy of 68.7% on predicting and classifying the helpfulness of online reviews for products from general and multiple categories. We found that a reviewer's reputation is the major determinant in predicting the helpfulness of online reviews.
This study can be further extended in several ways. First, we could examine the validity of our model on larger datasets. We expect our conclusion will hold because this model is general and applicable to reviews on products from multiple and different categories. Second, we can take into consideration additional features, such as the product categorization and product features mentioned in reviews, to see if we can further improve the accuracy. Third, we can extend our study into identifying the spam reviewers. We can also incorporate collaborative filtering method into this model to build a personalized helpfulness prediction model.
